Hypothesis: A standardized description of clinical breast examination (CBE) can predict the risk of delayed diagnosis of breast cancer.
M
ISINTERPRETATION of clinical breast examination (CBE) is the leading cause of delayed diagnosis of breast cancer. The leading cause of delay is more commonly stated to be inappropriate physician reassurance that a mass is benign without a biopsy. [1] [2] [3] However, presumably the delay is unintentional and physicians believe that their advice is correct. This implies that primary findings on examination have been interpreted and, in that process, misinterpreted by physicians.
We believe that misinterpretation is influenced by the variations of the characteristics of overall CBE of individual women. To test this hypothesis, we sought a relationship between delayed diagnosis and overall results of CBE. Testing for this relationship requires (1) criteria for tabulating delay and (2) a system to describe the overall CBE.
We recently described clinical factors related to delay in which we defined delay as a physician action that completed an episode of care without diagnosing cancer of which there was a sign. 1 Such a sign might be on CBE, a mammogram, or a pathology slide.
We describe CBE by means of a system that considers nodularity and "durity" (from Latin duritia, meaning hardness; see the "Comment" section) of the breast as independent characteristics. 4 This system is different from most other systems that have focused only on presence of degrees of nodularity. We developed this system out of earlier experience through See Invited Critique at end of article which we realized that there are differences between the breasts of individual women that cannot be conceptualized as a simple ordinal progression with more or less of a single characteristic. Our work follows that of Rasmussen and Tobiassen, 5 who used independent scales to describe "palpable structure" and nodularity, and the work of Swann et al, 6 who observed significant variations in the resistance of breasts to compression. We emphasize that "durity" in our system refers to resistance to compression during palpation; thus, durity is different from and bears little relationship to radiodensity of tissue as visualized with a mammogram.
Using our CBE system, we asked whether delayed diagnosiswasmorecommonforpatientswithanyspecificcombination of breast nodularity and durity. Finding a relationship would support our hypothesis that the overall characteristics of the breast as palpated during CBE are a factor in misinterpretation of CBE and/or delayed diagnosis.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
From January 1, 1992, through December 31, 1999, we prepared short clinical abstracts of 435 consecutive patients with breast cancer of any stage referred from multiple sources to one surgeon (W.H.G.). Data included how the patient became aware of a breast abnormality and steps leading to diagnosis. We prepared abstracts in a database and analyzed redacted records with standard statistical programs. We have previously reported the relationship of clinical factors to delayed diagnosis in this set of patients. 1 Descriptors of the patient's overall findings on CBE were recorded at the initial physical examination for 371 women with 386 cancers by means of a previously described, 4-point, ordinal system 4 with independent scales to describe durity and nodularity separately. Breast durity was scored as the inverse of the ability to feel ribs through breast tissue in the most "dur" part of the breast-usually the upper outer quadrant. Scores were based on descriptions ranging from "rib edges easily felt" without interference by interposed breast tissue to "rib edges cannot be felt [because of breast tissue] and tissue cannot be deformed" ( Table 1) . Breast nodularity was scored as the more or less nodular character of breast tissue in the same, mostdur area of the breast. Despite a justifiable aversion to food names as descriptors, nodularity scores can probably best be understood as ranging from "no nodules at all" through sequential similarities to rice, peas, and beans ( Table 1 ). The description of the contralateral breast was used if the index breast was distorted because of cancer or previous biopsy.
We defined delay as physician action that completed an episode of care without diagnosing cancer of which there was a sign. Delay was tabulated in the following categories: (1) inappropriate reassurance that a mass was benign on the basis of palpation only, without a biopsy; (2) poorly performed fineneedle aspiration biopsy (FNA) guided by palpation; (3) misread mammograms; and (4) misread pathology findings. We defined palpation-related delays as those in which interpretation of the palpation during CBE was a factor in delay, ie, inappropriate reassurance based on misinterpretation of the results of CBE and poorly performed FNA in which a physician did not obtain diagnostic material with palpation-guided FNA. Delay was not tabulated if the responsible physician recommended a repeated physical examination or mammogram after a short interval, if the physician recommended another diagnostic procedure, or if the original mammograms were unavailable.
RESULTS
Four hundred thirty-four women and 1 man (without delay) had surgery for 454 breast cancers during the study interval. Description of the overall CBE was recorded for 371 women with 386 breast cancers, which are the subject of this article (15 women had synchronous, bilateral cancer). No woman had bilateral delay. For analysis, we consider each breast with cancer as one case.
Durity and nodularity results are given in Table 2 . Few breasts had extremes of either durity or nodularity. For this analysis, durity scores were dichotomized into Fine nodularity-"rice"* C Prominent nodularity, but not coarse-"peas"* More nodular D Course, prominent nodularity-"beans"* *Foodstuff descriptors are included for simplicity; see "Patients and Methods" section. Also see "Comment" section for description of "durity." less or more dur according to whether rib edges could be felt or could not be felt, respectively. Similarly, nodularity was dichotomized according to whether nodularity was prominent. Of 386 breasts, 225 (58.3%) were less dur and 161 were more dur. One hundred eighty-five breasts (47.9%) were less nodular and 201 were more nodular. There was an inverse relationship between durity and nodularity ( 2 = 10.71; P = .001; Table 2 ). Delay occurred for 35 (9.1%) of these 386 cancers ( Table 3) . (There were 42 delays [9.3%] in the entire group of 454 cancers reported previously. 1 ) Sixteen women (4.1% of cancers) were inappropriately reassured that a lump was benign. Thirteen (3.4%) had mammogram interpretation that failed to note a new mass (8 patients) or suspicious calcifications (5 patients). Two patients with both misread mammograms and inappropriate reassurance were counted in both categories in the text (Table 3) . Two patients had misread pathology findings with "benign" pathology reports, but review of the original histologic slides revealed ductal carcinoma in situ. One of these women died of invasive cancer identified by a second biopsy of residual calcifications in the same cluster. One had a diagnosis of lobular carcinoma in situ, but review of original slides found incompletely excised ductal carcinoma in situ. Five women had poorly performed FNA. Of these, 4 had no malignant cells obtained by FNA of a palpable mass that was subsequently diagnosed by FNA performed by a physician with specific training in FNA. 7, 8 The fifth patient had a suspicious mammogram and then had a benign palpationguided FNA of an area her physician assumed was the same as the area of suspicion on the mammogram; however, subsequent image-guided biopsy found cancer, ie, her physician had performed an FNA in the wrong area.
Analysis of relative risk (Table 3) shows that the fewest delays occurred when patients' breasts were less dur and less nodular (used as the reference category, with relative risk of 1.0). The most delays occurred when breasts were less dur and more nodular (relative risk, 6.23; P=.03; Table 3 ). The subset of palpation-related (ie, CBErelated) delays was also related to the same categories of CBE as was the set of all delays (Table 3) .
Two hundred thirty-nine women were aged 50 years or older; 47% of 228 postmenopausal women were using hormone replacement therapy at the time of diagnosis. Neither age (P=.20) nor current use of hormone replacement therapy (P=.12) related to the interaction of nodularity and durity (data not shown). Neither nodularity alone (P =.12) nor durity alone (P=.57) was associated with delay (data can be extracted from Table 3 ).
COMMENT
The risk of delayed diagnosis of breast cancer correlates with the overall characteristics of a woman's CBE. By inference, therefore, delay relates to interpretations placed on what is felt and how these interpretations are understood in relation to the overall characteristics of a patient's CBE.
The nodularity and durity scales in this study evolved from our work and the work of others. In textbooks, for example, Haagensen 9 suggested recording nodularity with a sketch, and recently, Gadd and Souba 10 noted that nodularity is "generally not abnormal." 10 However, we have found no textbooks that suggest distinguishing various degrees of nodularity to differentiate between patients.
Ordinal nodularity scales have been used to index response to drugs used to treat benign breast conditions, with most subjects selected on the basis of persistent breast pain. 5, [11] [12] [13] [14] For example, one scale records nodularity as "none, single, few, [or] numerous." 5, 12, 13 However, a single scale for nodularity is insufficient to describe all breasts.
We had also initially focused on nodularity 15, 16 ; however, after we used "hard, confluent, or irregular tissue" in the same ordinal scale as nodularity, 17 we realized that breasts have at least 2 characteristics that vary independently. 4 This independent variation of different charac- 18 who found that, after treatment with danazol, "palpable structure" (see third paragraph following) decreased and "palpation at depth became possible," but nodularity often did not change.
Single nodularity scales tend to be interpreted to mean that change toward the low end of the scale correlates with a benefit, although this may not be true. For example, tamoxifen citrate-which is effective for breast pain-may cure the pain but leave nodularity unchanged.
14 Since tamoxifen reduces the risk of breast cancer, this is a benefit without decreased nodularity.
Most single nodularity scales index the number of nodules. However, in our observations, the principal difference between patients is not in the number of nodules present, ie, few or numerous, but rather in the overall prominence of nodules. Therefore, a nodularity score is a problem of subjective scaling. We have demonstrated that our scale for the prominence of nodularity is reproducible when the same patients are examined after an interval of 2 to 24 months. 4 Rasmussen and Tobiassen 5 and Tobiassen et al 18 first described breasts with independent scales for "palpable structure" and nodularity. They defined palpable structure as the "filling" of breasts by ducts, glands, etc. We agree with their overall assumption of what constitutes palpable structure. However, we believe that using the term palpable structure fosters an inaccurate concept that one can identify specific tissue components-and possibly diagnose-by palpation alone.
We use the word durity, from the Latin duritia, meaning hardness, instead of palpable structure. We chose an uncommon word to emphasize that our defined durity scale is not the same as a statement that a breast is firm or hard, because durity elicits few preconceived ideas, and because durity conveys a specific physical characteristic without interpretation as to presumed cause. Because the breast is palpated against the chest wall during CBE, 19 we index durity according to how clearly rib edges-consistent structures of the underlying chest wall-can be felt through the breast.
Differences in compressibility of the breast, the approximate inverse of durity, were also observed by Swann et al, 6 who asked technicians to estimate the compressibility of breasts during mammography. They found, as we did, 4 that resistance to compression did not correlate with radiodensity visualized on a mammogram.
Since we found neither a relationship of delay to durity (which has been postulated 20 ), nor a relationship of delay to nodularity, we did not expect delay would relate to the interaction of nodularity and durity. However, because we have previously shown that nodularity and durity have an inverse relationship, 4 we tested how categories based on interaction of durity and nodularitywithout an assumed ordinal relationship of the categories-would relate to delay.
When we reason from observation to explanation, the relationship of delay to the characteristics of overall CBE is plausible. Delays were most common when the breast was more nodular and less dur. In this situation, the breast consists of many nodules grouped together in the breast with the underlying rib edges readily palpated at the same time. The plethora of nodules and irregularities makes it difficult to discern a discrete mass. To complicate matters, this is a common breast pattern, and an examiner can establish a habit of deciding that specific nodules feel benign and usually "get away with it" because the prior probability of cancer in any specific nodule, in any specific patient, is very low.
Fewest delays occurred when the breast was less nodular and less dur. In this setting, there is little nodularity to confuse the examiner and minimal durity to obscure any distortion of tissue by a cancer; it is easy to define the entire shape of ribs so that they are not misinterpreted as nodules. Frequency of delay was intermediate when the breast was both more nodular and more dur, possibly because the examination was obviously difficult and the examiner had a higher index of suspicion.
Technologies such as mammograms, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging all have errors. Consequently, CBE will remain an integral part of breast cancer detection for the foreseeable future. We believe that CBE should be taught in the context of durity and nodularity as independent characteristics found in all breasts. At present, CBE is taught as a sequence of hand and body motions with little consideration of the overall CBE characteristics of an individual patient. 21 Lack of a system forces the clinician to conceptualize each breast finding without reference to the range of variation among breasts.
We have demonstrated the potential of systematic description of overall CBE to alert physicians to increased risk of misinterpretation of CBE, especially for women with less dur and more nodular breasts. If overall characteristics of a woman's CBE are not recorded systematically, useful information is being discarded. Delayed diagnosis of breast cancer will be reduced when CBEs are based on systematic evaluation of breast characteristics and clinical findings are interpreted in the context of these characteristics. 
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